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??? 3.1.1??????????????????????Long Haul?Metro?Edge Aggrigation






































???? Solid State Drive(SSD)???????W????????????? [13][14]?
??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????



















































(Hlayer  Player) (3.3.2)


















































??????? Long Haul?Origin????????? 55??????????????????
??????????? [15]?????????Metro? 8?????????????????














Edge Aggr. Metro Long Haul
???? ?? ?????? ????
???? 440 440 55













































? 10%???????????????WDM?????????????? 90%??? 10%?
????????????????? 4.2.2?????
P2015 = P2008  0:9(2015 2008) (4.2.1)
P2015 = P2008  (0:1 + 0:9  0:9(2015 2008)) (4.2.2)












???LFU? Colored Cache?????????????????????????????? 1
?????Colored Cache? LFU?????????????????????
? 4.2: ?????????????????
Edge Aggr. Metro Long Haul
R[J/bit] – 6:03? 10 9 6:03? 10 9
SWOTN[J/bit] – 1:67? 10 9 1:67? 10 9
W[J/bit] – 2:49? 10 9 2:49? 10 9
A[J/bit] – 0:31? 10 9 0:63? 10 9
SW[J/bit] 3:83? 10 9 – –
1????? [J/bit] 3:83? 10 9 10:50? 10 9 10:82? 10 9
?????? [bit/s] 1
H :??????? R :?????? SWOTN : OTN??????
W :??????????? A???????? SW :??????
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? 4.3: 2008?????????
Edge Aggr. Metro Long Haul
R[J/bit] – 12:6? 10 9 12:6? 10 9
SWOTN[J/bit] – 3:5? 10 9 3:5? 10 9
W[J/bit] – 4:7? 10 9 4:7? 10 9
A[J/bit] – 1:18? 10 9 0:59? 10 9
SW[J/bit] 8:0? 10 9 – –
R :?????? SWOTN : OTN??????









Edge Aggr. Metro Long Haul
no Cache 1 4.5 5.47
LFU 0.65 2.28 1.11

















































????????? 4.3.4?????????????? 4.7????Long Haul?Metro? 1??
???????????????????????????????????????????







Edge Aggr. Metro Long Haul




















? 4.3.1: ? 4.2?????????????????
? 4.6: ? 4.2??????????????? (????)
Edge Aggr. Metro Long Haul
??????? 1?20? 21?103? 104?610?
?????? 1?20? 21?107? 108?520?
? 4.7: ? 4.5??????????????? (????)
Edge Aggr. Metro Long Haul
??????? 1?20? 21?103? 104?610?






























































































?? 0 1 2 3
Long Haul 5.47 1.61 1.06 0.76
Metro 4.5 3.5 1.5 0.875
Edge Aggr. 1 0 -
23
??????????????????????LFU???????????????????
?????0.02%?????????? Colored Cache???? 2.44%????????????
??????????
? 4.9: ??????
Edge Aggr. Metro Long Haul
no Cache 1 4.5 5.47
LFU 0.65 2.30 1.09
















?? ?? ? ?? ?? ? ?? ?? ?
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